


“Elevating the Human Experience offers a roadmap for bringing our whole 
selves through the door at work to forge richer relationships and to  
create more affirming work environments.”
— Enshalla Anderson, Global Head of Brand Strategy, Google Cloud

“This is an outrageously intelligent and heartfelt book. Women will 
identify with Amelia, and men will learn important secrets from her.”

— Thomas Moore, author of Care of the Soul and Soul Therapy

“Brilliant and brave. Brilliant because of the stories, models, and applica-
tions that compose Elevating the Human Experience. Brave because it is a 
rarely discussed truth that love is the unseen guiding force in all great 
work. Amelia Dunlop bridges the most human of all emotions with the 
desire for worth and purpose in a new and profound way. One of the 
most original books of its kind in years.”

— David Baum, PhD, DMin, author of Lightning in a Bottle, Proven 
Lessons for Leading Change, and The Randori Principles

“By organizing this incisively original, deeply personal meditation 
around the vital concepts of love and worth, Amelia Dunlop takes her 
place among the truly distinctive thinkers to have addressed this most 
important of questions: enhancing lived human experience.”

— Rogan Kersh, Provost and Professor, Wake Forest University

“Amelia Dunlop makes the bold proposition that we should be the same 
person at work as we are at home. She adds the equally bold idea that 
love (of self and others) should be a part of our work lives. Through her 
own vulnerability in these pages, she invites us to open up, to connect, 
and to adopt the radical idea that we can be fully human, even in that 
place we call ‘work.’ This book is for managers and the managed, for- 
profit and nonprofit, secular corporations and religious institutions, 
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companies big and small— any organization that wants team members to 
think creatively, speak boldly, work passionately, collaborate deeply, and 
actually thrive at work.”

— Aaron M. G. Zimmerman, Episcopal priest;  
host of Same Old Song podcast

“Elevating the Human Experience: Love and Worth at Work is personal; it’s 
insightful; and it’s exactly what is needed right now as many of us reckon 
with how to reconcile our humanity and our careers.”

— Dane Jensen, CEO, Third Factor; author of The Power of Pressure

“This book represents a heartfelt and deep paradigm shift. While most 
business leaders walk on eggshells trying to describe the humanity and 
emotional well- being of their workforce, Amelia Dunlop, simply and 
satisfyingly, asks us to love.”

— Renato Mazziero, Vice President,  
Experience and Innovation, Thrivent

“The prospect of a workplace that incorporates love as a means of 
unlocking, even transforming the humans who comprise it, is a bold 
stroke. Connecting investment in the human experience at work with 
individual and organizational performance, Elevating the Human Experience 
is a refreshing and inspiring work.”

— Tim NeCastro, president and CEO, Erie Insurance Group
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xiii

E ver since I was a little girl, I struggled to feel worthy of love. I didn’t 
know what to call it as a child, but as I lay in bed at night in the room I 
shared with my older brother, the evidence seemed to mount in that direc-

tion. Something always seemed to be a bit off, crooked, like the pinky finger on 
my right hand that does not straighten. Children would be equal parts fascinated 
and repulsed by my crooked finger. I would proudly tell them that it was “genetic,” 
using a big word to tell them that I was born that way. And, no, as weird as it 
looked, it did not hurt. Sometimes they wouldn’t believe me, and they would try 
to force my finger to straighten, pushing it down as hard as they could under a 
pile of books. That did hurt. And my crooked finger reminded me, and them, that 
I was not quite worthy.

It was my mother who noticed that I could not see or hear what other children 
could. She tells the story of watching me sit dressing my Barbies on the rug while 
she called my name from across the room. As she tells it, I never looked up, never 

Preface
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xiv Preface

heard her. I have no memory of this. I had surgery on my ears at age four, and by 
then I had a 70% hearing loss. My eyes, we discovered later, were closer to blind 
than they were to 20/20 vision.

As the world around me grew quieter and more out of focus, I have a clear 
memory— a memory that I trust in that unreliable and murky place of what 
we piece together of our past from photograph and story— of running through 
Heathrow Airport holding my mother’s hand to catch a plane to leave our life 
in London and my father behind. I was five years old. There are no photographs 
of that day. Although grown- up details have certainly colored in the outlines of 
memory, I remember feeling the urgency. I felt the suddenness of being woken up 
in the middle of the night, which was probably just in the predawn hours before I 
normally woke. I felt the leaving- quietly- ness. I felt the need to hush or to be told 
again to hush. I felt the need to stop asking why and just put my shoes on, which 
had laces too difficult for me to tie. I remember wondering why we were running 
when they had these magical sidewalks that could move for you down the long 
corridors of the airport. I felt the tug of my mother’s hand to please- move- faster- 
or- we- might- miss- our- plane. Once seated in our row, my mother turned it into a 
sort of holiday for my brother and me. We were going to visit her mother in Fort 
Lauderdale, our nana. It would be sunny and warm there. “Wouldn’t that be 
nice?” And the rest of the movie memory fades. That’s it. That’s all I have of how 
I went from being a little English girl, living with her mother, father, and brother 
in their brownstone house near the Clapham tube station, attending an all- girls 
school, to being a little not- quite- American girl, living with her grandmother in 
the spare bedroom of her bungalow in Fort Lauderdale, attending a school where 
I was known for my funny British accent and crooked little finger.

Upon arrival in Florida, my mother cut off my hair as if to complete the 
transformation from someone I knew to someone I did not. I had had long 
brown hair just past my shoulders that used to be pinned back with barrettes and 
pink ribbons to match my dresses. My mother told me it would be too hot for 
such long hair (even though she did not cut hers, I noticed). She got my brother 
and me matching bowl cuts at the local Supercuts. There are photos of us look-
ing like twins in matching yellow and blue striped rugby shirts. I’m the slightly 
shorter twin missing her two front teeth. I’m smiling. My memory is not of 
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 Preface xv

smiling about that shorn version of myself. Since I turned eighteen, I have worn 
my hair to the middle of my back.

No doubt my mother and father would have explained to me in whatever 
words they could summon, words that left no memory, that they were getting a 
divorce. It wasn’t unusual, or traumatic to anybody else except my brother and me. 
We felt, both he and I, marked as different. We noticed that in our new life that 
we were the only kids on the block living with their grandmother and not with 
two parents. I felt that I was not worthy of the perfect mother plus father, plus two 
kids love square, which we saw on every American television channel and heard 
in every story book in the early ’80s.

The rest of my early childhood looked normal. I started taking dance classes 
on Saturday mornings. I made my first friend and First Holy Communion in 
second grade. We rode our bicycles to Dairy Queen to get soft serve ice cream. 
The Domino’s pizza delivery man came to the door some Friday nights. We 
jumped waves at the beach. But still I knew something was not quite right. I was 
a bowl- headed, British- accented girl who burned easily in the sun. I wore a neon 
green nose plug so that I didn’t get water up my nose, infecting the scar tissue in 
my ears. I still burn with shame at my ridiculous- looking, near- blind, near- deaf 
unworthy little girl self.

My brother reminded me that we each tried to run away more than once, to 
run away from that uncomfortable, unworthy feeling. I remember the need- to- get- 
away feeling when there seemed to me no cure for the way I felt. I can still see 
my mother calling for me to come into dinner while I hid high up in the tree in 
the front garden of my grandmother’s house where she would not see me in the 
growing dusk. I remember her voice changing to higher pitches of urgency as she 
called and called and called my name. The urgency in her tone shifted to anger. I 
let her feel fear and anger. I felt fear and anger too. Like my mother, I didn’t have 
words to express my complicated feelings, so I hid instead.

From my early childhood experiences, I learned at a deep subconscious level 
that I was not worthy. My feelings of unworthiness needed to be hidden at all 
costs. Nobody asked that little girl how she felt about leaving her country, her 
father, her school, her neighborhood, her house, her bedroom, and her hair behind. 
With my crooked finger, near- sighted eyes, and near- deaf ears, physically I was 
certainly less than whole. My memories came with near endless tears. I told myself 
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xvi Preface

that I had the “gift of tears” because I cried most days of most weeks of most years. 
I just thought that was what you did— that was the experience of being human.

I wondered and hoped that maybe I would someday feel worthy of love, if I 
just worked hard enough or fell in love like they did in storybooks. I wondered 
if there was a different, better experience of what it meant to be human beyond 
my reach, but that other people around me seemed to experience. I realize now I 
suffered as a child. I say that not in any way to blame my mother and father, who 
raised me as best they could, and equally not to say that my suffering was any 
flavor of special. While my experiences may have been unique, my suffering was 
the incredibly ordinary universal kind. But to little- girl me, the feeling of suffering 
filled my universe. It was my struggle. What I didn’t realize then is that it was 
my suffering that made me most normal, most human. Suffering did not make 
me unworthy of love. It made my story the same as the story of everyone else 
who struggles at times to feel worthy of love, which I could never possibly know.

This book is for people who know what it is like to struggle to feel loved and 
worthy, when they show up at work. You may struggle to bring your femaleness 
or maleness, your motherness or fatherness, your Blackness or Brownness, your 
gayness or Lesbian- ness, your real identity authentically to work. It is also for the 
people who have no idea what it may feel like to struggle every day to feel loved 
and worthy, but love people and lead people who do.

For me, the journey to find the love and worth that makes the experience 
of being human somehow better, somehow elevated, is a personal one. Although 
there are times I still very much want to hide my real self up in that tree in my 
grandmother’s garden again, I am learning to come down out of the tree, to show 
up as my real, vulnerable, authentic self, even at work. Especially at work.
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1

The first time I heard the phrase elevating the human experience was 
at work. It was the spring of 2018 in a meeting with my new boss 
and his newly formed leadership team. I thought, “He is crazy if 

he thinks we will ever say those words out loud to each other, much less 
to a potential client.” They sounded like an aspiration, worthy of striving 
towards but just out of reach. I wondered what they could possibly mean 
for me, for my colleagues in the world’s largest professional services firm, 
for our clients and the people they served. For some of my peers, who 
had been laboring and loving quietly for years, the words were affirming 
and inspiring like a Zen koan: You know you have elevated the human expe-
rience because your heart feels full when you are done. For others, the words 
“elevating the human experience” were easy to mock, for all of the ways  
we daily fall short of living up to them in the workplace, for all the ways we  
feel anything but worthy of love when we show up at work.

I can hear the objections now. “Love is best left squarely in the 
domain of one’s personal life,” so let’s define love. Love is not a warm 
feeling or attachment. It is not only about the romantic or erotic. There 

Introduction
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2 Introduction

is a lesser- known version of love the Greeks called eudaimonia, often 
translated as “human flourishing.” Building on the Greeks, and adapting 
from Eric Fromm’s The Art of Loving, let’s define love as the choice 

to extend yourself for the purpose of your 
own or another’s growth. We grow people 
and we grow things that we care about. The 
outcome of this love is flourishing.

Equally, my philosophy of leadership is a philosophy of love. People 
become, people grow, and people are capable of remarkable things when you believe 
in and love them. These people are our family members and friends. And 
these people are our co- workers, because our co- worker is child to some 
parent, friend to some friend, all worthy of love.

“Worth” is often used to mean something or someone’s extrinsic 
value that can be externally verified. It is the sort of worth derived 
from something else. But it can also mean something or someone’s 
intrinsic value, just for being, before they say or do anything. This book 
is about love that leads to growth and worth that is intrinsic to each 
of us. Putting them together, Elevating the human experience is 
about acknowledging intrinsic worth as a human, and nurtur-

ing growth through love. Sometimes the 
person we need to see as most worthy of love 
is ourselves. Sometimes it is another person. 
Sometimes it is a group of people who have 
been unseen.

There is an overabundance of books about the possibility of trans-
formative growth for individuals or transformative growth for organi-
zations. Digital transformations. Customer transformations. Employee 
transformations. But how do you transform an organization, which is 
a community of living and breathing humans, if you don’t grow and 
transform the humans? How do you build a movement to inspire and 
motivate people to think, believe, and act in new ways? Where is the 
new source of untapped potential energy if not inside the human heart 
and the transformative capacity to love? There are compelling vision-
ary leaders who know intuitively how to tap into the heart as well as 

Love is the choice to 
extend yourself for the 
purpose of your own or 

another’s growth.

Elevating the Human 
Experience is about 

acknowledging intrinsic worth 
as a human, and nurturing 

growth through love.
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 Introduction 3

the mind, but what about the rest of us who show up to work every 
day? How do we tap into the transformative power of love and intrinsic 
worth that helps us flourish in our lives and in our work?

Before we jump in, let’s acknowledge the fact that just putting the 
words “love,” “worth,” and “work” together in a sentence feels risky and 
provocative. There are those who might believe work is nothing more 
than a means to a livelihood, not a place to find their worth. Equally, 
I imagine as I write these words that you may conjure images of inap-
propriate workplace relationships and be more than uncomfortable 
because we are talking about love and work in the same breath. We 
could use another word for “love.” We could talk about making another’s 
experience better through respect or purpose. We could talk about care 
or well- being. But why should we? Why should we shy away from using 
the word “love” to describe our experience in the workplace? Why does 
it make us feel uncomfortable to consider loving our colleagues or our 
boss or being loved in return? We care for the people we work with and 
want to be cared for. Love is indeed present at work; we just don’t feel 
comfortable talking about it.

I can only speculate as to the many reasons it is uncomfortable for 
most of us to talk about love at work. Here are some of mine. It makes 
me uncomfortable because, until quite recently, I had a distorted and 
monochromatic view of what “love” means. I thought it was reserved 
for my closest personal relationships, not for my professional persona. I 
thought, as a woman, using the word at work would instantly be viewed 
as feminine and weak. I thought that for a mother it might be seen as the 
opposite of smart, logical, and strong. I thought it would make it even 
harder to prove that I belonged at the table and should be taken seriously. 
And, worst of all, I thought talking about love and worth in the work-
place would be a short walk to unwanted sexual advances and innuendo.

My male friends and colleagues have told me that it makes them 
uncomfortable to talk about love and worth at all, much less at work, 
because from a very young age— four or five years old— they were 
taught that it was not acceptable for a boy to show emotions. “Boys who 
cried or showed weakness were beaten, mocked, or both,” one male 
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4 Introduction

friend shared with me. And so, my friend concluded, it is not surprising 
that talking about love and worth at work feels as dangerous as the third 
rail. Anything that approaches the type of closeness that might be called 
love in the workplace is rife with potential danger, misinterpretation, 
and unnamed boundaries that might accidentally (or not so accidentally) 
be crossed. For him, and for many men like him, work is simply about 
“what needs to be done.” It is safer that way.

Equally, there are many who believe that a company exists primarily 
because of its ability to create a financial impact. If it did not create that 
impact, it would cease to exist. A company exists to create both a finan-
cial impact and a human impact, for the employees, customers, partners, 
shareholders, and broader community of stakeholders. What I argue is 
that every exchange in the workplace has two outcomes. One is the 
outcome of the transaction, which leads either toward greater or lesser 
financial profit. The second is the outcome of the human experience, 
which leads either to a better or worse impact for the humans. While 
never losing sight of the need for performance for a business to continue 
to exist, this book is focused on the impact of the human experience and 
the paths to love and worth in the workplace that ultimately contribute 
to better performance.

Why Elevating the Human Experience 
Is Necessary

I have come to believe that elevating the human experience is not 
only possible at work, but it is also necessary to fuel growth that leads to 
the joy of human flourishing for four reasons:

1. Elevating the human experience is necessary because the fundamen-
tal human condition is one of suffering.

Every religious tradition, every culture, has its way of articulat-
ing the unmistakable fact of suffering through loss, craving, aversion, 
and distorted views of reality. Suffering doesn’t know the boundaries 
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 Introduction 5

of our personal or professional selves, so we bring our very human, 
suffering selves to work with us each day. Our suffering is exacer-
bated because we spend the majority of our waking hours not sur-
rounded by our related and chosen loved ones, but rather we spend 
them at work. Collectively, in the US, we currently work more than 
any other culture at any other time in history. Working more, for 
many, can make us feel increasingly lonely and isolated. And yet, as 
our time spent working increases, our time spent in civic, neighbor-
hood and religious institutions, which have traditionally provided 
a sense of meaning, purpose, and worth, has declined. The number 
of people who identify as atheist or having “no particular” religious 
affiliation has gone up from 17% in 2009 to 26% in 2019, according 
to Pew research. Prior generations, and other cultures, might well 
be mystified both that we spend so much of our lives working and 
that we expect our places of work to carry the weight of loving us 
and acknowledging our worthiness. Because suffering is inevitable, 
because suffering follows us to work and is exacerbated by our work, 
we can and ought to make the choice to make the experience of 
being human for each other and for ourselves, just a bit better.

2. Elevating the human experience is necessary because workplaces 
have exacerbated, if not created, the problems of burnout, lack of 
inclusion, lack of diversity, and lack of meaning and purpose.

We talk about some of the problems we face at work in isola-
tion, as though overwork leading to burnout and mental health 
issues; lack of meaning and purpose; bias on the basis of race, sex, 
age, or ability; and unethical irresponsible actions are unrelated to 
each other, when in fact these “work” problems are all different 
facets of the struggle to be recognized as worthy of love just for 
being human. We talk as though the experience of being treated 
well or treated poorly as a customer is fundamentally different from 
the experience of being treated well or poorly as a member of the 
workforce. When you see and love the whole person as worthy, 
there is no difference.
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6 Introduction

3. Elevating the human experience is necessary because it leads to more 
productive and creative outcomes at work.

In our research, 84% of people said that they do their best work 
when they feel worthy.

In our research, 84% of people said that they do
their best work when they feel worthy

84%
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 Introduction 7

Workers who believe that 
their employer rates high in 
humanity, genuinely caring 
about their experience, are two 
and a half times more likely to 
be motivated at work, and one 
and a half times more likely 
to take on more responsibility 
than their peers.

However, beyond increasing productivity, a focus on worthi-
ness and love in the workplace creates the possibility for creativity 
and innovation. A well- publicized Google study in 2015 showed 
that the number one factor in the successful outcomes of teams 
was psychological safety, where teammates felt safe to take risks and 
be vulnerable in front of each other. In our own research, a similar 
theme emerged: people who felt loved or cared for by their boss 
felt as though they could take risks to try new things, which would 
not just produce more of their existing work, but create, innovate, 
and improve on their work. “Because I felt like he believed in me 
as a person, not just as a ‘worker,’ I was more confident to try new, 
bolder things,” one woman we interviewed shared. For her, the ben-
efits of elevating the human experience are as personal as they are 
professional.

4. Elevating the human experience is necessary because of what I call 
the intrinsic worthiness gap, the gap between how much it matters to 
us to feel worthy and how hard we struggle to do so.

According to our proprietary research, 9 out of 10 people we 
surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that it matters to them to feel 
worthy, and yet 5 out of 10 people indicated that they sometimes, 
often, or always struggle to feel worthy.

Workers who believe that their employer 

rates high in humanity, genuinely caring 

about their experience, are 

more likely to be motivated at work, and 

more likely to take on extra 

responsibility or ‘go above and beyond’ 

than their peers.

2.5x

1.5x
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8 Introduction

We want to feel worthy but struggle to do so, because we lack a well- 
developed sense of our intrinsic worth, we live and work in a culture 
that tells us we are unworthy, or both. And yet we have no choice but 

to show up and do our jobs every day, bringing 
our unworthy- feeling selves to the workplace. 
Because the experience of being human is a 
struggle, more so for some than for others, it is 
necessary to elevate it.

Love and Worth Research

Elevating the human experience is, necessarily, for all humans. It 
is not about elevating one group or identity above another or at the 
expense of another. It is not about unleashing someone’s potential as 
a worker, because someone can show outward signs of success and not 
feel loved or worthy. It is not about “leaning in” to the system as it is 
today, which privileges Whiteness and maleness. “Leaning in” can imply 

The worthiness gap is 
the gap between how 
much it matters to feel 

worthy and how hard we 
struggle to do so.

people to feel worthy

It matters to

9 out of 10

people struggle to feel worthy

But,

5 out of 10
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 Introduction 9

that the problem is with the people for whom the system is not opti-
mized: Black, Brown, women, members of the LGBTQ+ community, 
and all the ways these identities intersect. (As a side note, these labels 
of “White” or “Black,” “male” or “female,” serve to divide us from our 
shared humanity and shared need for love and worth. And yet they are 
also needed, so that we can really see each other and understand how 
our experiences differ as a result of the intersection of our identities.) 
Too often people are told that, to be worthy, they must work harder, 
show up as more perfect, and be willing to play the game as defined by 
the current system of rules. “Working twice as hard for half as much,” 
one gay Black friend put it. Elevating the human experience is about 
redesigning systems to be more human.

Over the course of this book, I will offer examples from the point 
of view of people who have been historically marginalized for any rea-
son, because of their gender, age, physical ability, race, or sexual identity, 
so that we can see more clearly the need for something that is better, 
something that is elevated. I extend an invitation to you, my reader, 
to go on this journey with me to seeing yourself and seeing others as 
worthy of love at work. There may be times on the journey when you 
may feel uncomfortable along the way. I certainly do. I ask that you be 
open simply to noticing what may provoke discomfort. Pay attention to 
the discomfort before you move to dismiss it, disagree with it, or distract 
yourself from feeling it.

I write this book the only way that I can, with my lived experiences 
as a well- educated professional privileged White woman, who is a wife 
and a mother to two boys and a girl. I am aware that the only story I 
have the full right to offer on these pages is my own, and so much of 
what I will share is deeply personal. But, in addition to my own story, 
I will share the experiences of friends, colleagues, clients, mentors, and 
superiors. Out of respect for them, I do not attribute their names, except 
in places they have given me explicit permission to do so. I will share 
what my research team and I learned from the in- depth ethnographic 
interviews we conducted with more than 30 people, including a variety 
of areas of expertise inside and outside of work. And I will share what we 
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10 Introduction

learned from a 6,000- person quantitative survey of the US population. 
We set out to understand whether or not people felt loved and worthy in 
general, whether or not they felt loved and worthy at work, and whether 
or not it was important to them. We wanted to know if love and worth 
mattered in the workplace, and, if so, whether there were any differences 
among different members of the population. We designed the survey to 
examine the differences between those working and not working, those 
in corporate jobs and noncorporate jobs. We looked at the differences 
between men and women. We looked at differences in racial, ethnic, and 
gender identities. We looked at age differences. In short, we geeked out 
on the question of love and worth at work. (For our fellow nerds, the full 
survey design methodology and results are in Appendix A.)

Here are the biggest things we learned. Almost 90% of respondents 
agreed or strongly agreed that it “matters to feel worthy.” And yet, almost 
one out of every two respondents, sometimes, often, or always 
“struggled to feel worthy.” Almost 90% believe that their boss “sees 
them as a person, not just as an employee.” Yet, three out of four sur-
vey respondents “want their company to place more value on 
human worth.”

Three out of four survey respondents ‘want their company to
place more value on human worth.’
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We learned that almost 80% of respondents want to “bring my whole 
self to work,” and yet 40% said there are “parts of my identity I 
need to ‘check at the door’” when it comes to work.

Similarly, almost 70% of respondents “want to be safe to be vulner-
able at work,” while only about 40% currently “feel safe to be 
vulnerable at work.”

of respondents want ‘to
bring my whole self to work’.

80%

said there are ‘parts of my
identity I need to check at the
door’ when it comes to work.

40%

of respondents ‘want to be
safe to be vulnerable at work’

70%

currently ‘feel safe to be
vulnerable at work.’ 

40%
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The picture was coming into focus. The majority of us believe that 
feeling worthy matters, but about half of us sometimes, often, or always 
struggle to feel worthy. I am among that half. We believe that we are seen 
as a person by our bosses, but want more value placed on our intrinsic 
human worth. We want to bring our authentic selves to work but many 
of us feel the need to check parts of ourselves at the door. And finally, 
we want to be safe to be vulnerable at work, but many of us do not 
currently feel safe to do so. Maybe, my research team and I realized, we 
really did have a worthiness gap in the workplace, an experience that is 
in need of elevating.

How to Elevate the Human Experience

This book begins with Foundations, in which I introduce the 
four topics that are foundational to the journey of elevating the human 
experience through love and worth. We start with Chapter 1, “Work.” 
I begin by sharing my own personal journey at work so that you might 
understand my lived experience as a White woman, which may be dif-
ferent from your own. I explore the beginnings of what we have under-
stood work to be as a way of making ourselves while we make our work. 
I then lay out the five ways in which work has become distorted— 
lacking love and intrinsic worth. Chapter 1 ends with a discussion of 
the rise of efforts of diversity, equity, inclusion, wellness, and purpose to 
restore love and worth to work. In Chapter 2 I define love and explore 
the reasons why we need to be willing to learn to feel if we want to 
experience love. In Chapter 3 I define the differences between extrin-
sic worth and intrinsic worth, and share the data on what we learned 
about worth at work.   introduce the idea of the worthiness gap— the gap 
between how much it matters to feel worthy and how much we struggle 
to do so. Chapter 3 ends with an exploration of the connection between 
worth and success, as well as worth and self- care. In the final foundational 
chapter, Chapter 4, I discuss the ways in which all humans suffer, and 
therefore all humans are in need of having their experience elevated.
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Next I introduce the First Path, the self. The first path of the jour-
ney is a deeply personal one. The path is inward, where we learn to love 
ourself and recognize our own fundamental human worth. It is impor-
tant for two reasons: First of all, learning to love ourselves and recognize 
our worth is fundamental to our being. Full Stop. Secondly, at work, 
we may encounter obstacles that will regularly challenge our intrinsic 
worthiness. And if we show up feeling unworthy at work, we act out of 
it to the detriment of ourselves and others. In Chapter 5, I define self- 
love and self- worth and share some of the history of self- love, as well as 
how I discovered to love myself. I then investigate some of the surprising 
things we learned in our research about how different people of differ-
ent backgrounds and identities learn to experience self- love in the face 
of an inhospitable society. In Chapter 6, I explore the ways in which 
we can cultivate self- love and self- worth by accepting ourselves “in our 
being,” with our words and with our actions. Chapter 7 acknowledges 
all of the obstacles we will face on the path, including the obstacles from 
ourselves, from another in our lives, and from the communities of which 
we are a part.

The Second Path is about the journey to loving and recognizing 
the worthiness of “Another” in our lives. We shift the lens from cultivat-
ing love and worth for ourselves to focusing on how we can cultivate 
love and worth for another person in our lives. Chapter 8 begins by 
exploring the connections we seek to other 
individuals, and how these connections 
bring us meaning. I then introduce the 
idea of “mirrored worth,” which is when 
another person perceives in us worth 
that is as high or higher than how we 
perceive our own worth.

Chapter 8 ends with a discussion of the four types of allies we can 
be for each other in our journey to growing in love and worth: a friend, 
a mentor, a sponsor, and a benefactor. We become a better ally when we 
consciously and intentionally give our support, our voice, our power, or 
all three to another. We reach out. We speak up. We show up. Chapter 9 

Mirrored worth is when 
another person perceives 
in us worth that is as high 

or higher than how we 
perceive our own worth.
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14 Introduction

introduces the ways we can cultivate love and worth for another by 
accepting them “in their being,” with our words and in our actions. 
Chapter 10 concludes the second path with a discussion of the obsta-
cles we may face on the journey.

The Third Path is the path of learning to love and recognize the 
worth of others whom we meet at work every day. It is about challeng-
ing and changing the systems that would tell us— and have told us for 
a very long time— that there are those who are not worthy or loveable. 
It is the path of becoming better at loving those in our communities 
of work who find themselves systematically marginalized, unseen, and 
unrepresented just for being. For being female. For being Black, Brown, 
or Asian. For being gay or transgender. For being too old or too young. 
For being a person with a disability. For being any of these intersections. 
For those of us wrestling with what it means to be privileged White, 
privileged male, or both, at a time when the systems that were designed 
to serve Whiteness and maleness are badly in need of redesigning to rec-
ognize love and worth. This third path is of critical importance if we are 
going to create places of work where we can all show up as our whole 
worthy selves, recognizing what we value as humans, acknowledging 
the need for emotional connection, and building trust. On this path, I 
draw on my specific lived experiences as a management consultant first 
at the Monitor Group and then as a partner in Deloitte. In Chapter 11 
I explain how we do the work collectively of elevating the human expe-
rience for each other at work. Chapter 12 is about cultivating love and 
worth at work. I introduce the research and work we did to learn to see 
and acknowledge our colleagues’ worth at work. Chapter 13, similar to 
the earlier paths, ends with a discussion of the obstacles we may face on 
the journey.

I then end with Resources, which you can find in Chapters 14 
and 15, where I introduce the tools and the capabilities we may need 
on the journey of each of these three paths. The tools include ways of 
better understanding the role of values, emotions, and trust, all central to 
elevating the human experience. The capabilities include empathy, cour-
age, integrity, and grace.
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I offer this book as an inspiration and as a guide on the path of your 
journey to making your experience of being human just a little bit bet-
ter, to feel more loved and more worthy at work. The three paths are 
very much a personal journey. Please use this book as a guide to refer to 
the foundations, the paths, and the resources that might help you along 
the way. My own journey is far from done. But like a guide who has 
been up and down a mountain before, I hope to point out an easier path 
for you to get to the summit faster and with greater ease than I ever did. 
And then to do it again.
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Thank you for going on the journey with me to explore the three 
paths to love and worth at work. I hope you have grown in your 
ability to see yourself and others as fundamentally worthy of love, 
particularly at work. 

To continue your journey, please visit AmeliaDunlop.com, where 
you will find:  

•• Additional resources including a reading guide and workbook
for your thoughts and reflection

•• Actionable ways to bring Elevating the Human Experience into
your workplace

•• A continuation of the conversation about love and worth at work

I’d love to hear how you’re elevating the human experience for 
yourself and those around you. 

Please connect with me at:

#ElevateHX | AmeliaDunlop.com

AmeliaDunlop1 

AmeliaDunlop 

AmeliaDunlopAuthor

https://www.ameliadunlop.com
https://twitter.com/AmeliaDunlop1
https://twitter.com/AmeliaDunlop1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amelia-dunlop-611178/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amelia-dunlop-611178/
https://www.facebook.com/ameliadunlopauthor
https://www.facebook.com/ameliadunlopauthor
https://www.ameliadunlop.com



